
Summit Architectural
Complete plywood and panel solutions
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USES

SPECIFICATIONS

HANDLING & APPLICATION INFORMATION

For further information, contact our dedicated, 
trained sales staff.
North Island 06 344 1126
Christchurch 03 928 1520

Freephone 0800 344 112
E sales@summitply.co.nz F 06 344 1129
www.summitply.co.nz

 Sheet Size  Sheet Thickness  Weight  Grading

  

CONSTRUCTION

Summit Formply 


	Text44: Summit has a full range of Formply available with different strength ratings. It is important to discern what grade formply you need for your construction project and if in doubt, it is wise to consult your construction engineer.If special size sheets are needed, please consult the "Euro Gripdeck" range as the 2nd face of these sheets can be used as Formply.
	Text46: Pre-cast concrete form-workConcrete shuttering Shear wallsGround beam workCommercial construction foundations.
	Text47: 2440x1220
	Text48: 18mm Poplar core Filmface non-structural
	Text49: 
	Text50: 2 Face
	Text51: 2440x1220
	Text52: 18mm F11* Hardwood core Blue-edge
	Text53: 
	Text54: 2 Face Premium
	Text55: 2440x1220
	Text56: 18mm F22 Birch Structural
	Text57: 
	Text58: 2F HDO
	Text59: 2400x1200
	Text60: 17.5mm F14 NZ made Pine Structural 
	Text61: 
	Text62: 2F HDO
	Text63: 
	Text64: 
	Text65: 
	Text66: 
	Text67: 
	Text68:  *Blue Edge is manufactured to F11 spec,
	Text69:  
	Text70: 
	Text71: 
	Text72: but is not certified as such.
	Text73: 
	Text74: 
	Text75: Colour
	Text80: Dark Brown, edge sealed.
	Text76: Durability
	Text81: Exterior, varies according to specification.
	Text77: Glue
	Text82: WBP
	Text78: Origin
	Text83: NZ , Russia, Asia.
	Text79: Texture
	Text85: Smooth 2 Faced FIlmface.
	Text1: It is the purchasers responsibility to ensure a suitable Formply is chosen relation to the project need. Structural F14 or F22 are recommended where a high level of re-use is required. Non-structural and Blue-edge Formply do not carry performance guarantees as such. All cut edges must be re-sealed, nails and screws must be counter-sunk and filled with epoxy filler. Always use release agents. Avoid vibrator contact with the Formply surface. Plywood is a product that can be affected by changes in weather conditions: moisture and temperature. Increased moisture content temperature variation may cause internal stresses causing previously flat sheets to bow. Once the plywood has left our warehouse we cannot guarantee sheets to remain flat unless fastened. When storing panels, stack with enough support to prevent sagging. Cover the pallet to protect top and edges. 


